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ABSTRACT
A trend has recently sprung up among several
European countries: adopting climate laws to deal with
the current climate crisis. Comparing these laws, it seems
as though there are vast differences between the levels of
commitment to take climate action. In particular, one case
stands out significantly as it is much more ambitious in
many regards: The Danish Climate Act of 2019.
This case is unique because Danish civil society was
heavily involved in creating the policy outcome. Thus,
with this paper, I explore the role of non-state actors on
the normative shifts experienced by countries and civil
society regarding CC. Accordingly, the purpose of this
paper is to answer the following puzzle: What is the role
and influence of the Danish climate movement – posing
as norm entrepreneurs – in the adoption of Denmark’s
Climate Act?
Using qualitative semi-structured expert interviews,
I identify two significant explanatory variables likely to
have resulted in the adoption of Denmark’s climate law.
The first variable concentrates on structural conditions.
The structural conditions further facilitate the second
key finding of this research project, which argues that
the affective character of the social mobilization around
the cause, triggered by the strategic agency of the Danish
climate movement, has led to the adoption of Denmark’s
Climate Act
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INTRODUCTION
Climate Change (CC) is one of the most challenging issues
our planet faces today. It is a multi-level, multi-actor, and multisector phenomenon regularly discussed by international fora and
platforms. The biggest challenge regarding the mitigation of CC
is its decentralized and globally reaching nature, thus creating the
need for every person to solve the climate crisis (Blackburn 2003;
Broome 2014; Lang 2015; Sikkink 2020).
However, not everyone is eager to recognize the problem’s
gravity, let alone contribute to the alleviation of CC. An ongoing
CC debate has been national governments’ roles in spearheading
the green transition needed for planet preservation. Wealthy and
economically developed countries in the global north present an
intriguing opportunity to study how states conduct sustainable
transitions.
Recently, a pattern has sprung up in Europe, where efforts
to become carbon-neutral are increasingly re-connected to the
nation-state. After almost a decade of shrinking state capacity
across the globe, pushing the state to the center of climate politics
is a trend that has seen some substantial success in dealing with
the climate crisis. Still, it seems as though certain countries display
greener policy outcomes than others. One explanation could be
the involvement and influence of civil society in forcing their
governments to take climate action (Climate Action Tracker;
Environmental Performance Index; Environmental Policy
Performance; Grantham Research Institute; UNDP 2021).

THE DANISH CLIMATE LAW &
RESEARCH QUESTION
Europe seems to present fertile grounds for creating national
climate laws (Great Britain 2008; Switzerland 2013; Finland 2015;
Norway 2017; Sweden 2017; Germany 2019; Netherlands 2019;
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Denmark 2019; and Hungary 2020). The Danish Climate Act of
2019 stands out in particular. While the Netherlands agreed to
have a 95 percent reduction until 2050 and Finland aimed for
an 80 percent reduction by 2050, the Danish law states that the
country should be carbon neutral by 2050 and have a 70 percent
reduction target by 2030. Additionally, Denmark’s Climate Act
includes goals to review the country’s climate action annually
(based on “global fair share” emission reduction calculations by
an independent advisory “Climate Council”) and committed
itself to other objectives, such as global support through “climate
funding” for countries in need and the rule that ministries have
to put on a “green lens” when making decisions “as a safeguard to
make sure positive climate efforts in one part of its government
are not undermined by those in another” (Appendix 1; Timperley
2019; Grantham Institute).
Yet, the sui generis nature of the Danish case is the Danish
Environmental Non-Governmental Organizations (ENGOs)
alliance proposed it. They were of paramount significance
for introducing the climate law to the domestic discourse and
pushing it to be passed. Without the heavy influence and pressure
from civil society, the Danish Climate Act might not have had as
powerful commitments as it does now.
How, then, was the campaign of ENGOs and climate activists
in Denmark so successful? And to what extent can similar
outcomes be achieved in other settings? This paper will explore
the role of non-state actors in normative shifts experienced by
countries and civil society regarding CC and how to propel
governments to adopt more ambitious climate reform policies.

ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK
Social Constructivist Theory can help explain how the Danish
climate movement could steer the “narratives” and norms
connected to humanity’s relationship with nature. In a way, it can
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illustrate how activism successfully changed the “norms, values,
and behaviors” that people adopted (Finnemore & Sikkink 2001;
Jung 2019; Lang 2015). Denmark proves to be a case where one
may see the norms of sustainability, climate action, and green
transition as some of the prime objectives of Danish society.
In the same vein, theoretical assumptions of the “norm-life
cycle” can be expressive of finding and explaining changes in
people’s mentioned values and norms and how these changes
affect patterns of behaviors (Finnemore & Sikkink 1998: 896).
Here, “strategic agency” and the “role of non-state actors” in
attempting to influence the normative landscape of a country
by identifying critical cleavages for change and applying critical
problem-solving to find solutions and promote change is
particularly relevant to this paper (Jung 2019: 4).
Accordingly, Social Movement Theory will be used to filter
out the objectives of the Danish climate movement along
with strategies utilized to reach their goals. In other words, by
identifying opportunities for change, creating and promoting
solutions, and applying various tactics to achieve their goals,
social movements can effectively become “norm entrepreneurs”
and structurally influence and change societal behavior through
the creation of new policies and patterns of behavior (Keck &
Sikkink 1998; 1999). Some scholars (Chenoweth & Stephan 2011;
Robinson 2019) have analysed when and why civil resistance
works and successfully argued that all it takes to achieve
substantial political change or influence policy is 3.5 percent of
the population to actively participate in protests.
The method of this paper will thus predominantly focus on
Nulman’s (2015) framework. Nulman developed this framework
specifically to study environmental social movements and their
ability to achieve green policy outcomes. When investigating
the role and influence of social movements on policy outcomes,
especially as proposed with the case of Denmark, we must
define how outcomes of civil society are characterized as well as
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what variables lead to the achievement of such outcomes. For
Nulman (2015: 3), “outcomes” of climate change activists in their
endeavours to achieve particular goals, which are loosely tied to the
overarching objective mentioned above, are equal to “successes”.
As has been recognized by Amenta and Caren (2006), one type of
outcome that has been at the centre of many social movements is
concerned with government policy and convincing policymakers
to use the power and resources of the state to address particular
issues. Chapter 3 of this paper will lay out a research design to fit
the type of research question, and the case proposed.

METHOD/APPROACH
Choice of Method for Data Collection
TThis paper relies on qualitative methodological approaches.
In so doing, I was able to investigate the opinions, values, and
behaviour of a chosen population by relying on sources and
central figures representing the relevant subjects and issues. To
elaborate, the research design of this paper relies on qualitative
semi-structured expert interviews. This type of interview combining complex and simple questions - “can give greater
insight into the meanings of a subject’s experiences” (Halperin
& Heath 2017: 289).

Selection of Informants
The interviewees of the qualitative semi-structured
interviews are grouped into four categories. The reason for using
experts as informants rests not only on their expertise in the
issue area but also on their position as representatives for the
broader population.
First, I interviewed Environmental NGOs and actors that
broadly represent the Danish climate movement. This type
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of expert is at the center of my research as it is hypothesized
through the research question that the environmental movement
in Denmark and their activities were essential to the adoption of
the climate law. There are 11 NGOs that were involved in creating
the initial petition for the Danish Climate Law, who were united
under a coordinating organization called Group 92. I made
initial contact with these 11 NGOs and a selection of other
smaller organizations. Subsequently, I conducted interviews with
four NGOs – Expert 1, 2, 3, 9.
Second, Researchers and Academics, especially within the
field of social sciences, were important assets in my interviews
because they did not only observe the development of the climate
law firsthand but have also studied the topic themselves. Having
read an open letter endorsing climate activism and protests in
favor of the climate law featuring 174 Danish researchers and
academics, I contacted all the signatories and managed to receive
three positive responses – henceforth Expert 4, 5, 7.
Third, as civil society was very well represented in my research,
there was a clear need to talk to the other side of the spectrum,
the Danish Industry. The Danish government has created climate
partnerships with companies in 13 different industry sectors, of
which only one agreed to participate in the interviews – Expert 6.
Finally, the last type of expert I interviewed was Governmental
Agencies and Ministries. As part of the climate law, the Danish
Ministry of Climate, Energy, and Utilities created a Citizens
Assembly of Climate Change involving 99 Danish citizens to
review Denmark’s climate work. I, therefore, reached out to the
Technology Council of Denmark, who facilitates this assembly.
One person – Expert 8 – agreed to talk to me.
The next section will explain data collection methodologies.
It will further discuss how the data were analysed to investigate
the role and influence of the Danish climate movement on the
adoption of Denmark’s Climate Act.
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ANALYSIS
The analysis of this paper is presented in two parts. First, the
analysis will consider The Structural Conditions that facilitated
the climate movement’s success. These conditions are broken
down into two key factors: (i) The Political Context of Denmark;
and (ii) The Danish Policy Window of 2019. The second section
of this chapter will focus on The Strategic Agency of the Danish
Climate Movement. It focuses on the influential character of the
social mobilization around the cause triggered by the strategic
agency of the Danish climate movement and its use of various
tactics and relational decisions that led to the adoption of Denmark’s Climate Act.

The Structural Conditions
The Political Context of Denmark
Something that appears specific to Scandinavia, and above
all Denmark, is that the country exhibits high levels of social
cohesion, or “the extent of connectedness and solidarity among
groups in society” (Manca 2014). This notion is also supported
by secondary data that shows Denmark among the countries
with the highest levels of social cohesion (Caixa Bank Research).
Consequently, this means that there is little distance between the
Danish people – and their opinions – no matter the social class,
ethnic background, occupation, religion, or educational levels.
As Expert 4 explains, “Denmark is a consensus society” that
is known for working in a way where “no law is passed without
everyone knowing what is in it” and agreeing upon it. This creates
“close ties” between the government, the industry, the climate
movement, and the general population. It also informs us that,
in terms of perceptions of the climate movement, the high levels
of social cohesion are a central explanation behind why it was so
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easy for various groups of actors to come together around this
issue and agree on a solution. In this regard, it was interesting
to hear that Expert 3 stresses that the conversation between the
climate movement and the government is very “sober”, giving
the movement easy access to policymakers and opportunities to
pressure the government to take action against CC (Expert 3).
The above arguments indicate that civil society and the
climate movement in Denmark were found to have greater
chances of influencing the adoption of the climate law because
of the opportunity of open political participation and the easy
access to decision-makers in Danish society.
When it comes to public opinion in Denmark, a trend that
has been observed by many of the interviewees (Expert 1, 4, 8,
9) was that dissatisfaction with inaction against CC – especially
from the side of the government – had been steadily increasing
for many years up towards 2019. This parameter is something
the climate movement in Denmark could have certainly used to
its advantage. One instance of the power of public opinion is to
exert pressure on the government using opinion polls. As Expert
1 puts it, “I think there is no doubt that 2018 and particularly
2019 marked a substantial change in public attitudes towards
climate change and the need for climate action”. Associated with
this change of attitudes is that all Experts agreed with the notion
of a more general normative shift that had happened in Denmark
in connection to CC.
Experts often discussed two further aspects in connection
to public opinion. Firstly, all Experts specified that the Danish
population was “fed up with” the inaction against CC by two
consecutive governments. Secondly, Experts 3 & 8 indicated
that the Danish population is more likely to adhere to scientific
knowledge. For example, when Danish people encounter
scientific facts about CC or when they read open letters signed
by various researchers and academics stressing the importance
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of climate action, they will agree and say, “why don’t we just do
it?” (Expert 8).
Danish politicians did not take this shift in attitudes lightly,
especially considering that they depend on votes to get re-elected.
Consequently, with the change in public attitudes, Denmark’s
political arena saw the outbreak of party competition, driven
by the election and public opinion, with parties trying to show
they were “greener” than the rest (Expert 2, 3). At the same time,
this gamble forced the parties to outbid one another in offering
ambitious climate goals (Expert 9).
Accordingly, public opinion aided the creation of conditions
that were advantageous for the climate movement to exert
influence. As has been discussed, the Danish population
generally supported the climate movement and their proposal to
establish a national climate law. As will be seen in later sections,
the movement successfully used this opportunity during the 2019
elections to put more pressure on political parties and increase
party competition.

The Danish Policy Window of 2019
“Dansk Klimalov Nu” (Danish Climate Law Now) had its
humble beginnings in 2016, when Jens Friis Lund (a professor
of Copenhagen University) and Tarjei Haaland (a climate and
energy policy adviser of Greenpeace Nordic) first calculated
Denmark’s carbon budget. Independently from one another, they
came up with the need for the country to adopt a target of 70
percent decrease in emissions by 2030 if it were to stay within the
mark of remaining below 1.5 degrees Celsius, compared to preindustrial levels as proposed by the Paris agreement (Grantham
Research Institute). This goal was taken up by the Danish Group
92, “a coalition of Danish NGOs working on issues related to
the environment and development”, which started working on
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creating the petition “Dansk Klimalov Nu” in 2016 (92 Gruppen;
Expert 1, 3, 9).
In Denmark, these citizens’ proposals (“Borgerforslag”) need
50.000 signatories among the Danish population (that have the
right to vote) within 180 days for a proposal to be submitted
to Denmark’s parliament (“Folketing”). The citizens’ proposal
is then presented as a resolution, treated, and voted on by the
parliament. If the Folketing adopts the resolution, it will become
a parliamentary resolution that will most likely end up as
legislation (Folketinget Borgerforslag).
“Dansk Klimalov Nu” aimed to force the government to
abide by the 2015 Paris Agreement and finally take action.
Upon publication of the petition in January 2019, the proposal
gained the support of 65.000 signatories within two weeks – a
new record. Although the petition did not make it in the first
parliamentary vote (due to a combination of technicalities/
wording and the leading center-right party rejecting some
aspects of the law), this was quickly changed when the policy
window widened later that year, and the climate law was made
into a parliamentary resolution after a new government came
into power following the Danish general elections in May, and
passed as a law in the fall of 2019.
Perhaps the most impactful mechanism at play, when it comes
to creating the perfect timing for the Danish climate movement
reaching its goals, was the visibility of the effects of climate
change, the power of the global climate movement as well as the
“climate” elections of 2019.
The summer of 2018 in Denmark has seen one of the worst
droughts in the country’s history. This event only played into
the global and domestic environmental movements’ narrative
since the initial plans to create a climate law, developed in 2016,
preceded the droughts. The droughts then encouraged people to
increasingly see tangible connections between climate warming
and its negative consequences on the environment. These
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phenomena only boosted the ongoing mobilization throughout
2018 and 2019.
Together with climate marches and strikes conducted
everywhere, the global climate movement created a wave
of sentiment in favour of climate action among the Danish
population. According to Experts (1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9), one of the
reasons why this direct action managed to create awareness and
support across all segments of Danish society was the sheer
number of climate demonstrations that took place in 2018/19.
Alongside, the fact that the people who partook in these climate
events were engaging and building networks with people in
their proximity also contributed to the movement’s success.
However, having broadly the same overall objective, it is difficult
to distinguish where the influence of the global movement ends
and where that of the Danish begins. Nevertheless, as agreed by
some Experts (4, 7, 8), it is safe to assume that the latter was
fortunate enough to lean on the success of the former.
Finally, as mentioned above, Denmark had a national
parliamentary election in 2019. Altogether, the above
developments culminated into an immense call for climate action
among the Danish. This context ultimately led to CC reaching
the top spot among election issues, transforming the 2019
elections into The Climate Elections. As Expert 6 emphasized,
the events of 2018/19 culminated into a “perfect storm because
all things happened at the perfect timing”. In other words, it can
be assumed that 2019 presented a policy window and the right
time for the environmental movement to influence Denmark’s
climate policy, as all puzzle pieces seemed to work together to
maximize the movement’s impact optimally.
In sum, the policy window officially opened with the petition
being released, widened with the mobilization of the global
movement and the droughts of 2018, was at its peak openness
for influence during the climate elections, and closed with the
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new government getting the law voted through by the Folketing
and the adoption of the law in the fall of 2019.

The Strategic Agency of the
Danish Climate Movement
Actor Group Relations
Experts mentioned that ENGOs and climate activists in
Denmark realized early on that the gravity of CC and the
importance of acting in unity is of the highest priority (Expert
1, 3, 9). According to Expert 1, “a working culture in the climate
movement in Denmark has developed over the past few years that
is very collaborative, and that is very supportive”. This approach
meant that it became increasingly easier “to align progressive
forces in Denmark around shared goals and objectives and
also some activities and lobby efforts” (Expert 1). Of particular
importance was that the movement could rely on “a very good
coordination body called the 92 group” that was able to “bring
a lot of the key players together” (Expert 1). Furthermore, this
process has “brought the environmental community together,
but also development organizations, several unions, and some
progressive industries” (Expert 1). Expert 2 agrees with the
overall argument that the thinking of the climate movement in
Denmark stayed largely pragmatic with the goals to “try to find
a platform that is as bland as possible, as non-radical as possible”
that can be acceptable and inclusive of everyone “whether you
are a meat-eater or a vegan, a grandmother or a 13-year-old”,
as long as people “can agree with the core message”. Similarly,
when asked how important it was that stakeholders and different
organizations worked on this issue in cooperation, Expert
3 replied that “it was critical” for the success of the climate
movement to get the climate law adopted.
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In connection to that, the Danish environmental movement
was very active in the run-up to the election as it had started
in 2016/17 to build these alliances (Expert 1, 3, 9). One may
also contrast this with failed attempts to rally up people prior
to COP 15 in 2009, stating that it was this cooperative approach
to external relations between organizations that were “the main
difference between earlier attempts on creating this kind of
landscape, or landslide shift in behaviors and mindsets among
the majority of voters” in 2019 (Expert 1, 2). Yet, after the petition
was published in January 2019, the approach to realizing their
objectives was met by the climate movement through “very much
uncoordinated” activism as “there was enough trust for each
other to speak to their different constituencies” (Expert 1). Thus,
after the petition was published, each environmental organization
tried to influence “their own parts of society” based on “many
different tactics in order to build that momentum” (Expert 1).
When it comes to government-movement relations, the usual
approach of the movement has been described by Expert 1 as
“kicking in the door and inviting ourselves to the conversations”.
For example, the climate movement had conversations with
both the ruling centre-right government and the minority
parties of the 2019 left-wing coalition government. The main
“green” parties – The Alternative and The Red-Green Alliance
(Enhedslisten) – also managed to converge and coordinate
with two of the other left-wing parties – The Socialist People’s
Party (SF), and The Radical Left (Radikale Venstre). Together,
these four parties are often seen as intimate partners of the
climate movement and generally supportive of their activities in
Denmark. Once more, we need to emphasize the close distance
between people in Denmark, and one must consider that “the
boundaries between formal and informal influence are very
thin and not easy to identify” (Expert 1). One explanation for
this could be that there has traditionally been the substantial
movement of individuals between different layers of society. In
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other words, Experts (3, 4, 6, 7) would agree that it is expected
that political party members (especially those of the parties
mentioned above) are, at the same time, also members of ENGOs
and vice-versa. Accordingly, Expert 7 suggests supporters of left
parties are occupied by and “heavily attached to” individuals who
are also members or supporters of various ENGOs. Moreover,
Expert 7 explains that this means that these parties are in some
way “representing some of the ideas - or a number of ideas - from
these movements in Parliament”.
The last relational connection is between the Danish climate
movement and the Danish industry. Just as there was a lot of
support for activities and lobbying efforts by ENGOs, there
was also some resistance – even though it might be seen as
somewhat “marginal” (Expert 3). Most of this resistance hails
from “special interest lobbyist groups” that do not lobby for
“environmental issues, but for private profit motives” (Expert
3.). And as the Danish ENGOs have political parties supporting
their cause, the Danish industry also has its ties with political
parties. Interestingly, though, it seemed as if the Danish industry
practically vanished from the picture for a moment as the policy
window opened in 2019. When asked why the industry seemed
to be absent, Expert 3 hypothesized that this might result from
the increasing number of demonstrations and backing for the
environmental movement in Denmark. And as it happens to be,
it was probably quite shocking for some of the people working in
the industry when their children end up on the opposing side of
the story. These circumstances, as Expert 3 articulates, resulted
in a situation where “a lot of the industry was kind of paralyzed
[…], some of them probably by their own children, some of them
by the whole situation”.
In sum, the political access of the climate movement to several
actor groups was crucial to creating the policy outcome. Again,
this connects directly with the political context of Denmark
and the fact that the movement had easy access to influential
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key figures and policymakers. In this regard, something that
comes up repeatedly in the interviews is the high levels of public
engagement in democratic practices such as demonstrations,
petitions, or public discourse. It seems as if this tradition of
people going to the streets to voice concerns or raise demands
through petitions has survived until now. As a Danish citizen,
being actively involved in politics, or at least public discourse
about matters that concern everyone appears to be almost as
routine as brushing your teeth.
Important implications to be drawn here are that non-state
actors could tremendously improve their chances of success
through building informal (and if possible) formal networks
with different civil society groups to develop and maintain
an inclusive platform for conversation. In this way, non-state
actors can position themselves at the core of any kind of issue
area, especially climate change, and keep a firm grip on where
discourse and action are headed.

Mobilization Tactics
With distinction, the most talked about and certainly the
most influential strategic factor in getting the Danish climate
law passed was the rapid upsurge of numbers of climate
demonstrations and the exponential expansion of people
joining demonstrations, protests, or strikes and supporting the
movements behind these events.
Although the Danish ENGOs had been working on gaining
public awareness and approval of the population in Denmark
for a long time, support for climate action had never been more
prominent than when the global climate movement started
mobilizing massive numbers of people throughout 2018 and
2019. However, this relationship works both ways. There are
different segments of Danish society affiliated with various parts
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of the climate movement. The older ENGOs (WWF, Greenpeace,
etc.) and Think Tanks (e.g. Concito) are usually supported by
older generations of the Danish population as they are more
established and have been working on climate issues for a long
time. On the other hand, the younger climate activist movements
and organizations (Fridays for Future, Extinction Rebellion,
etc.) usually find approval among the younger generations of
Danish society. The latter group of environmental actors is the
ones that started or took part in the global movement by relying
on demonstrations and strikes as their main tactical tools. In
contrast, the older generation relied on more formal ways of
reaching their targets, especially as they have more resources and
access to political parties or the industry.
Ultimately, the older environmental movement received a
boost from the younger generation. Organizations like Fridays
for Future and Extinction Rebellion had the privilege to rely
on the cumulative successes of lobbying efforts and awarenessbuilding by the older organizations working on these issues for
decades. Accordingly, one of the reasons why the influence of
Denmark’s climate movement was so strong is that both parts
of the movement (old and young) agreed on the “very clear,
strategic objective, to bring as many people to the streets as
possible” (Expert 1). And the content of these climate awareness
events, as Expert 9 stresses, was centered around one thing above
all: The call for the adoption of the Danish Climate Act. While in
other places around the world climate events were mostly about
general awareness building, in Denmark, this was not necessary
anymore as the public was already “there” (Expert 1, 3, 4, 7, 8,
9). As Expert 3 put it, “this campaign for the climate law was
not a huge educational campaign at all because the public was
already aware - we just made them act upon it”. Expert 3 also
outlines how the demonstrations were a point of reference that
progressive parties used so “they can point us out of the window
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and say to their colleagues: Look at what you have done - look
how unsatisfied people are with what you are doing”. Agreeing
with this, Expert 4 mentioned that these demonstrations “gave
the social democrats and their supporting parties the mandate”
to pursue change. However, the supporting left-wing and green
parties were mostly pushing and advancing the climate agenda
by pressuring the Social Democratic party to be more ambitious.
In the end, the numbers of events and demonstrations and the
strong influence of the number of physical gatherings out there
in 2018 and 2019 were “just the tip of the iceberg” (Expert 1).
Considered part of their lobbying efforts, NGOs and activists
in Denmark often rely on the tactical use of “inspiring” the public
to increase support of civil society and “shaming” the industry
and the government for their inaction and lack of effort reducing
Denmark’s emissions. This “inspiring and shaming” and “trying
to use soft power” is recognized by Expert 2 as something the
“environmentalist movement had been doing for decades”. This
can be quite effective in helping the movement achieve its goals,
as Expert 3 and Expert 1 agree. For example, some of the Experts
(2, 3, 6) acknowledged that the Danish climate movement
actively used the 2018 droughts to frame the issue in their favour
since they were woven into the narrative of governmental CC
inaction. In this vein, activists used satellite pictures were taken
of dried-out lakes, dying trees, and imagery of decaying nature,
which would usually be filled with lush green landscapes, to call
upon the population’s sentiment for the environment and put
even more pressure on the government.
As mentioned above, there was a considerable amount of
party competition because it was clear and visible that the
public was very concerned with CC and the need to act. The
climate movement picked up on this as they could see potential
confusion in the voters about who to vote for and created
updated comparisons between all the parties and their promised
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reduction targets. This infographic circulated social media and
clearly showed the public who was the greenest party (Expert
9). Consequently, Experts (1, 3, 9) would agree that parties got
“nervous” as they thought that the level of ambition in terms
of the climate target was seen to be something that would urge
people to vote for another party with better goals. The climate
movement relied on this to escalate party competition and
pressure, especially allied parties, to be increasingly ambitious.
Subsequently, another example of tactics employed by the
movement was framing. For example, when two of the parties on
the left (that are generally supportive of the movement) initially
did not have the “necessary” 70 percent reduction target, they
were framed by the climate movement as quite “conservative”
(Expert 3). Expert 3 stated that “they got super frustrated because
they were not spared” by their traditional allies and even “painted
as black”, which was used by the movement as a sort of metaphor
of these parties “supporting fossil fuels”.
Additionally, the environmental movement used its shared
resources to provide a consensus policy solution to the problem at
hand. As has been explained above, this was crucial. So, although
the original UK climate law may have inspired the policy, the
specific idea and campaign plan to promote the citizens’ proposal
was original. Specifically, the alliance of the 11 major Danish
ENGOs, united under the Group 92 policy advocacy network,
came up with the petition for “Dansk Klimalov Nu”. Again, it
has been emphasized by multiple Experts (1, 2, 3, 9) that the
main objectives were to mobilize as many people as possible and
“to get the four parties on the left side aligned around the goal
of the petition”, ultimately making it “impossible for the social
democrats not to accept the climate law” (Expert 1). Expert 3
confirms, claiming that “the NGO and climate movement work
is absolutely crucial, purely on the political level of supplying
ideas and supplying concrete proposals”. The reason for that is
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that these organizations “have a lot of analytical brainpower”,
which they can use to “bring forward really valuable ideas and
proposals to parliamentarians” (Expert 3). In this vein, Expert
1 repeated that it is “completely normal for NGOs to set a goal”
and to create a “campaign plan” to reach this goal. As part of this,
organizations usually “decide on and design several interventions
that raise awareness or provoke certain actions” (Expert 1).
The movement released a campaign plan around the same
time as the petition to promote their efforts and maximize the
societal impact of their policy solution. In other words, the
movement strategically planned how optimally promote the
petition for the climate law to pass. As will be seen later, this
included various decisions and tactics that were boosted by the
proper timing and the political context.
Experts (1, 3, 4, 7, 9) stressed that the activists’ and ENGOs’
shared demands perfectly captured public opinion and gave
people a tangible and actionable solution. This success enabled
the climate movement to pressure the government to take
climate action. Again, this connection between public opinion
and the citizens’ proposal shows how the climate movement
identified opportunities and steered public discourse by creating
a solution to a well-known problem. Some could even argue
that the movement acted as a norm entrepreneur by doing so.
Arguably, it created and promoted a norm, thus, controlling and
advancing the normative shift of Danish society in accordance
with sustainable values.
To conclude, this campaign plan was aided by multiple events
coming together “to create maximum pressure on the political
system and force them to do what needs to be done” (Expert 1).
Again, we can see that the political context, in combination with
the new policy window, supported the influence of the strategic
agency of the climate movement on the adoption of Denmark’s
climate law.
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For civil society focused on enacting transformative climate
policies, the Danish case demonstrates the importance of linking
and building coalitions within the domestic arena and the wider
(environmental/international) movement alike to maximise
the impact of demonstrations. Again, grouping together and
relying on mutual support can enable non-state actors to draw
upon a vast arsenal of resources, tools, and expertise that can be
combined to concentrate power and magnify influence.

CONCLUSION
This paper outlines that the role and influence of the Danish
environmental movement on the adoption of Denmark’s Climate
Act comprises two key explanatory variables. The first may be
found in The Structural Conditions – the (i) Political Context in
Denmark and the (ii) Policy Window of 2019 – created from an
interplay of various aspects. The former revolves around issues
such as Denmark’s high levels of social cohesion and the close
inter-relations between the climate movement and other actor
groups. In contrast, the policy window should be considered
a culmination of developments, including the effects of the
2018 droughts, the global climate movements, and the climate
elections of 2019. Together, the political context created the right
conditions for the climate movement to exercise influence, and
the policy window constituted the right timing for civil society
to influence Denmark’s climate policy.
Consequently, the first explanatory factor facilitated the
second major factor: The Strategic Agency of Denmark’s
climate movement. In combination, structural conditions
made it possible for the movement to influence the adoption
of Denmark’s Climate Act, based on relations established with
various actor groups and the effectiveness of applied tactics
thanks to circumstances that led to the successful mobilization
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of supporters. Here, the Danish climate movement successfully
identified political opportunities and critical conjunctures in time
and used critical problem-solving to achieve change. Through the
outstanding performance in creating a solution and promoting it,
the movement managed to change not only the public awareness
and support for climate action of the broader population but
also concerted structural change for the climate politics of
Denmark at large. Again, the Danish case closely resembles a
normative shift in accordance with the norm life-cycle, with a
climate movement taking centre stage as norm entrepreneurs,
that managed to revive the role of a nation-state as an intricate
part of environmental governance.
To conclude, the strategic agency of the climate movement,
aided by the structural conditions, enabled them to participate in
policy-making through informal and formal veins of influence.
Again, through these findings, it is crucial to recognize that
non-state actors (including everyday citizens up to the most
prominent NGOs and businesses) have an essential part in
shaping our future.
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Denmark’s climate law requires the nation
to pay its fair share of CC, which has been
carefully calculated by scientists.
Denmark’s climate law also makes sure that
the country has to reach net-zero and adhere
to internationally agreed upon goals. This has
to be done in an honest way, meaning that
the emission reduction has to happen mostly
within its own borders.

Newly elected governments often do not feel
responsible for the promises of older ones

When trying to pay the cost for CC, many
countries and their citizens often do not pay
their fair share

Some countries misinterpret net-zero in
a certain way in order to justify offsetting
instead of reducing emissions domestically

Government
Cycles

Fair Share

Net Zero

Solutions
Every year danish climate law requires a
parliamentary assessment of current status
towards sustainable development of the
country and its objectives. If promises are not
held, then the elected government does not
get parliamentary majority.

Pitfalls

Danish Climate Law (Timperley 2019)

APPENDIX 1: THE 5 PITFALLS OF CLIMATE LAWS THAT DENMARK'S CLIMATE ACT CIRCUMVENTS
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APPENDICES

The danish climate law requires Denmark to
fight CC not only at home but also abroad.

The danish climate law will tackle
bureaucratic burdens by creating a task force
that will make sure every policy of every
department will be put to the test through a
“green lens”.
Since the danish climate law is binding, it is
possible to hold individuals, organizations
and the state itself accountable for nonaction or violation of the law. It is currently
being worked on to introduce the law as part
of the danish constitution.

Countries generally do not offer much support
to others outside their sovereignty. Although
recognizing the need to cooperate, many
countries do not do so

Even if there is general objectives to reduce
emissions or if there is a certain governmental
department working on this, often other
departments pull in the other direction.
Governmental departments and their
individual agendas often lead to a bureaucratic
turf-war

One of the biggest problems with CC and
attempts to stop it, is that the lack of binding
laws and treaties makes it difficult to hold
anyone accountable

Global Issue

Bureaucracy

Accountability
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APPENDIX 2: INFORMED CONSENT FORM & INFORMATION LETTER

The following is a link to a Google Drive folder including
two documents: The informed consent form and an information
letter about the research project. These documents have been
shared with each informant of my research before conducting
an interviews.
Link: https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1iEstkgpg3bZVXEXcCd3nMT3ASIKmQR2-?usp=sharing
APPENDIX 3: INTERVIEW GUIDE

The following is a link to a Google Drive folder including the
interview guide that was used for conducting the interviews and,
at the same time, acted as reference for coding the interview data.
Link: https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/13qqK0Z6JqK_
TiSTNbaC963S28YPvw40Y?usp=sharing
APPENDIX 4: INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPTS:

The following is a link to a Google Drive folder including all
the interview transcripts.
Link: https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1m4Ou2KLcM9lsuAlWzkin1FP9jrYPrRIs?usp=sharing
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